
Harold Toliver's book about literature,
philosophy, and science is now at the LA
Times Festival of Books

Playing Scales: Scanning and Sizing the Universe and

Everything in It

Harold intertwines humanities and

sciences to explore cosmic landscape in

his new book, showcased at the LA Times

Festival of Books by Inks and Bindings.

YORBA LINDA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, April 22, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Celebrate the

highly-anticipated Los Angeles Times

Festival of Books on April 20-21, 2024,

where readers can immerse

themselves in a rich world of words

and stories. This event offers a diverse

lineup of authors and their works, and

one standout is Harold Toliver's

thought-provoking book, "Playing

Scales," which promises to captivate

readers throughout the festival.

In "Playing Scales," Harold Toliver takes readers on a captivating journey that bridges the realms

of humanities and sciences. Drawing on his unique perspective as a retired professor of

literature from UC Irvine, Toliver seamlessly integrates complex scientific concepts with

philosophical insights and literary references.

With a focus on fostering a deeper understanding, Toliver's book explores common concepts,

measurements, and world history within the natural continuum. By delving into the dimensions,

extent, history, and determinism of atomic matter, Toliver challenges readers to reevaluate their

beliefs and concepts of human history.

"Playing Scales" covers a vast range of topics, from physics to cosmology and astronomy, offering

a comprehensive exploration of nearly fourteen billion years of atomic matter and natural

history. This enlightening journey connects various disciplines such as anthropology,

paleontology, philosophy, and religion.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://events.latimes.com/festivalofbooks/
https://events.latimes.com/festivalofbooks/


Through his writing, Toliver encourages readers to contemplate their place in space and time,

prompting introspection and a sense of wonder. His interdisciplinary approach highlights the

interconnectedness of different fields of study, aiming to inspire curiosity and a passion for

exploration and discovery.

Discover "Playing Scales: Scanning and Sizing the Universe and Everything in It" on popular

online bookstores, including Amazon. Additionally, make sure to visit the Inks and Bindings

booth during the 2024 LA Times Festival of Books to discover this standout title and explore

more remarkable books. For more information, visit https://inksandbindings.com.
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